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EDITORIAL

The magic power
of tidying up
FEDERICA FIORELLINI
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I spent two weeks on the island of Giglio
(Lily) in August. You could say that my son
chose it as he was attracted by its flower
name, but more so by the idea that he
might find pirates there. However, to cut
a long story short, apart from swimming
(the sea is one of the most beautiful I have
ever seen) and pirate hunting, there is not
much to do on Giglio and so I decided to
take plenty of books. While I was making
a list of my summer reading, I thought
about my friend Alberto Massimo’s advice
(he is export manager for Bona and it’s
pure chance that there is an interview
with him in this edition). A few months
earlier (during a coffee break at the last
Fep conference in Budapest) he spoke
to me about a book which, according to
him would change my life. It was “The
life-changing magic of tidying up” by
Marie Kondo. Kondo is Japanese and very
famous in her own country. For some

years she has been going round the world
as a consultant for desperate housewives
on tidying up, but mainly working with
managers and professionals. Naturally, I
was somewhat skeptical. Halfway through
I wanted to phone Alberto and ask him
what he had found so interesting and
useful about ‘talking to’ socks and thanking
them for their hard day’s work or throwing
away books which no longer roused our
emotions (a real taboo for me). I was
furious. However, the more I read on, the
more interesting the book became, and its
usefulness became clearer. In fact, I fell in
love with it and started to tell my friends
about it because organizing spaces inside
your home and freeing yourself of things
which you no longer need, trains your
instincts to identify what really gives you
pleasure. Something which gives you an
emotion helps to free the mind and makes
you really feel better. What has parquet
got to do with this? It is important because
deciding what to keep (rather than what to
get rid of) helps us focus on what interests
us and what we value, use and want to
have around us. If I really think about
what makes me feel good at home, it is
stretching out on the wood floor to read.
Parquet represents for me exactly what I
took from Kondo’s book as my concept
of order. It fills spaces, but with lightness.
Please excuse this romantic ending, but it’s
a little like love, which fills your heart but
does not take anything away from you, it
only expands you.

PHOTO OF THE MONTH

AGENDA

ILP News

TISE 2018

Mandalay Bay Convention
Center - Las Vegas
30 january - 1 february 2018
www.intlsurfaceevent.com

Cevisama 2018
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Feria Valencia - Valencia
5 - 9 febraury 2018
cevisama.feriavalencia.com

3 in 1

tile industry professionals
- offering four impressive
days of the newest products,
hands-on demos, inspiring
trends, key manufacturers
and industry suppliers,
along with unmatched
education and networking
opportunities.

A key business
platform

and bathroom show, “the
outlook is very positive and
indicates that, after a number
of very hard years that ensued
from the crisis, the economic
recovery is now a fact.”
In Rubert’s opinion, “the
sales figures are evidence of
companies’ commitment to
and belief in Cevisama and
confirm the fair’s potential
as an international
showcase and key business
platform for Spanish
manufacturers”.

Comprised of three
world-class tradeshows:
Surfaces, StonExpo/
Marmomac, and Tile Expo
events, The International
Surface Event (TISE) is the
industry marketplace for
floorcovering, stone, and

Cevisama has already sold
almost 75% of the space
set aside for the upcoming
edition, set to run from 5th to
9thFebruary 2018
Cevisama’s organizing
committee met at Feria
Valencia to assess the
progress of sales and the
objectives for the next edition
of the fair.
According to Manuel Rubert,
president of the ceramic tile

AGENDA

ILP News

Eurobois 2018

EurExpo - Lyon
6 - 9 febraury 2018
www.eurobois.net

Back to Eurobois
Eurobois is a trade with
a strong international
outreach. At every edition,
with hundreds of stands,
the fair hosts the best
woodworking machinery
constructors from all over

Stronger
than ever

Domotex Asia/Chinafloor 2018
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New International Expo Centre
Shanghai
20 - 22 march 2018
www.domotexasiachinafloor.com

The Shanghai New
International Expo Center
will be the meeting
point amongst flooring
professionals once more
during this anniversary
edition of Domotex Asia/
Chinafloor that celebrates
20 years, from when it was
first launched, in March 2018.
With six months before the
show, exhibitors from across
the flooring industry are
quickly securing their space
at the upcoming edition,
with over 80% of the show
being already booked.
The exhibition ground
in 2018 comprises of 12
halls among which 5 are
dedicated to carpet and
rugs, 4 to wood, laminate,
cork, bamboo, other hard
floors and floortech, and 3
halls dedicated to resilient
floorings for commercial,
industrial and residential

the world. The show speaks
to all the professional of the
stage timber conversion and
wood materials in search
of news suppliers and
innovative solutions.
Companies can exhibit their
products and services in one
of the 5 key sector: Forest
Exploitation, Machines and
Equipment (1st and 2nd
stage timber conversion),
Materials and Supplies
for the Furniture Industry
Fixtures and Fittings.

purposes along with more
than 15,000sqm of outdoor
exhibiting space. Special
areas will be created for all
exhibitors participating in
the InnovAction program,
the flooring platform that
enables them to launch their
newest products.
Domotex Asia/Chinafloor
2017 gathered 1,364
exhibitors from 40 countries
and attracted 54,529 trade
visitors, of which 12,812
international, coming from
100 nations. The 2018
edition that marks 20 years
of Domotex Asia/Chinafloor
in the region is expected
to become a unique point
of reference for all flooring
professionals from around
the world as it continues
its successful route offering
the flooring world a unique
platform to access and do
business in Asia – Pacific, the
biggest flooring market in the
world.

AGENDA

ILP News

Surface Design Middle East 2018
World Trade Centre - Dubai
26 - 29 march 2018
www.surfacedesignexhibition.com

NWFA Expo 2018
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Convention Center - Tampa, FL
11 - 14 april 2018
www.nwfaexpo.org

A new Midlle East
Covering
The contracting, architecture
and design community need
access to the latest flooring
and wall covering products,
technologies and know how
if they are to find the best
solutions for their projects
and clients. Surface Design
Middle East (formerly known
as Middle East Covering) is
the only show in the Middle
East & North Africa dedicated
to contract business interior
and exterior flooring and
wall covering design. The
event facilitates international

brands to unlock the contract
procurement potential in the
GCC.
It also explores new trends
in the covering industry,
visitors and exhibitors have
the unlimited access to more
than 2,000 products. The
Distributor Meeting Lounge,
the onsite networking hub,
hosted over 650 business
meetings between suppliers
and prospective buyers while
41 international speakers
delivered educational
presentations at The
Designers’ Forum.

NWFA Expo

NWFA Wood Flooring Expo
is the only show in the world
dedicated exclusively to the
wood flooring industry.
Following six consecutive
years of growth, this year’s
the fair will offers even more
education, more hands-on
demonstrations, and more
opportunities to engage with
industry professionals.
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OH MY WOOD!

OH MY WOOD!

Save your sofa

Cats love scratching their Itch’s,
and we love the unobtrusive
nature of the design. The Itch
scratcher easily mounts (no
hardware) on the wall for
secure vertical cat scratching.
www.squarecathabitat.com

Dog Sofa

Dog house Sofa is a brandnew product in the 1st
collection of the emotional
pet furniture brand mpup
and designer Seungji Mun
is in charge of it. m.pup
designs products which
enhance the harmony
between human and pet,
and makes those into
products. And through the
products, they share their
emotions and feeling, and
communicate each other.
www.munseungji.com

The Plum Ball

The Ball is more than just a bed. With its coated
handwoven cocoon, it acts both as a scratching
accessory and a nap area. The organic balance
between the solid beech wood and metal will
please both you and your cat.
www.meyou-paris.com
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When the pet bed 		
is part of home decor
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Brandodesign designs and sells luxurious
furnishing elements intended for the
wellbeing of cats and dogs living in close
contact with their owners. Like this dog bed
with solid wood slats and a soft futon.
brandodesign.it

Part puppy den, part side table, the
Pet Cave would look amazing in any
home. Available in 4 wood finishes
and 15 fabric choices.
pupandkit.com

I love my dog

Here is the handsomest dog-shaped chest
of drawers around. It’s handmade by
designer Thomas von Staffeldt of Broken
Home. Drawers in walnut and maple with
handmade dovetail joints.
brokenhome.dk

Birdcage-aquarium

Duplex by Constance Guisset
is a birdcage topped with an
aquarium, favoring the encounter
between a bird and a fish. The
aquarium is thermoformed so as
to create a space where the bird
can fly at the same visual level
as the fish. Duplex is the poetic
meeting between two alien
creatures that are irremediably
separated by the elements.
www.constanceguisset.com
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BEAUTY
OF
HARMONY

TEXT

ANNA BARONI

Widespread use of colour
and well-designed spaces
are what make a home a
combination of beauty and
well-being. Without doubt
oak, with its soft amber
colour plays a part.

OAK FOR FLOORS AND WALLS
With its pleasing, relaxing tones, the living
area has been designed and planned to be
an airy space in which natural light helps
to illuminate every detail of the minimal
decoration. The pleasing irregularities
in the oak, which is Magellan Voyage
from the Woodco Alpen Parkett Timeless
collection, which has been used not only
for floors but also on some of the walls,
add movement to the surfaces by creating
unexpected light reflections in the living
area and through to the adjoining kitchen.
The latter links the night and day areas
and gives the impression of balance
and harmony through the select use of
different materials: glass and aluminium
for cupboard doors, elm for wall-hanging
surfaces and oak for the floor and the wine
rack which is extended to form the spacious
island container. Access to the night area
is through a hall with sliding doors and
moving panels all made in the same amber
tones of the parquet, with the exception of
the glass door which separates the kitchen
and living area.

PAGE 27

acing onto one of the most
picturesque parts of the Adriatic Sea,
Molfetta (Bari, Italy) is an ancient
crossroads of peoples and culture. Starting
from the port along one of the atmospheric
artistic and historic routes, the inhabitants
have a sense of hospitality and mingling
which is reflected not only in the intricate
urban planning but also in the choice of
homes in the many residential areas. It
was the welcoming, relaxed atmosphere
breathed on the streets which was the main
inspiration for an apartment which brings
together different materials and ideas in
a single, harmonious unit. The apartment
was designed by Marco Tassiello and is
situated in a luxury building complex. It
has a total surface area of 200 sq. m. on one
level. It has been planned to preserve the
exquisite features of the existing structure
while keeping the distribution plant intact
and paying particular attention to home
comforts and low management costs.
However, the desire to build a stable
relationship between living and linking
areas has given a new interpretation to the
relationship between the different spaces,
matching interiors to exteriors to make
them more livable and useful to the whole
structure.

INTERIORS

ILOVEPARQUET

PLAN

Purpose: private house restoration
Place: Molfetta, Bari
Surface area: 200 sq.m.
Architect: Marco Tassiello
Interior design: Marco Tassiello
Builder: Gadaleta Ignazio
Floor-layer: Onofrio Berloco
Wood floor: Magellan Voyage parquet from
the Woodco Alpen Parkett Timeless collection
Photos: Gaetano Barile

THE FLOOR:
WOODCO’S ALPEN
PARKETT TIMELESS
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The Alpen Parkett Timeless range is
Woodco’s most prestigious. It is a
collection of three-layer parquet in
the multi-faceted oak from Slavonia.
Carefully crafted and produced
using traditional carpentry tools, the
collection consists of large panels
available in three different widths
(150/190/220mm) and three different
lengths (1600/1800/2200 mm) which
allow flexibility in the final design and
personalized aesthetic effects based
on individual stylistic preferences.
www.woodco.it
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2018: WOOD
FLOORING & CO.

Unikolegno

“Creativity, production
flexibility and customer
service have always been
the distinguishing features
of Unikolegno. Since its
foundation in 1995 the
company has added value
to Italian quality with its
wood flooring production,
woodworking skills and care
for the environment and
people’s wellbeing.
“Today we feel the need
to return to a simple basic
interpretation of raw
material using innovative
geometric patterns and
laying methods that
distinguish our new wood
flooring collections. The
recent Tris collection and
the brand-new Twenty
module, enhanced by the
contemporary Genesis
unfinished effect and
Reagenti finishes, interpret
and anticipate desires often
only partially expressed by
planners and designers”.

(MADE IN ITALY)
The best of Italian production:
wood flooring, accessories and products
for laying and care

Gianni Dettori, export
manager Unikolegno

Stone by Loft collection The refined herringbone point and French
herringbone patterns highlight the beautiful natural grain of the wood
and create a flowing theatrical effect for flooring in the Loft collection.
The parquet is created with 2 x 30 and 45 degree angle cuts.
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www.unikolegno.it

SHOWCASE
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“It was in 1965 when Mr. Giovanni
Panseri established Chimiver,
a small laboratory producing
coatings for wood and parquet
floors. Today, Chimiver has
become the undisputed market
leader in Italy in the sector of
products for gluing, treating and
maintaining wooden floors. All
this has been achieved thanks
to the passion, tenacity and
many sacrifices of Mr. Panseri
and his wife Franca who’s always
being by his side supporting
him. These days Chimiver is
ran by his two sons Oscar and
Nevio who with their distinctive
but complementary skills have
brought to the company new
development strategies and
ambitious goals. Customer
focus, an immediate response
to market needs and synergy
among the staff are some of the
ingredients that have motivated
Chimiver to produce complete
lines of products for different
types of flooring: parquet,
resilient, resin and outdoor.
Chimiver products guarantee the
highest level of quality on market
thanks to highly automatic
production systems and targeted
inspection throughout the entire
production process. Innovative
solutions and continuous
investments have enabled
Chimiver to be present today
in more than 60 countries all
around the world”.

Woodco

“For over 30 years, Woodco
has endorsed the pursuit
of quality living giving it
substance in the sensory
experience of wood, to bring
into homes all the splendour
of nature through highquality, durable and reliable
flooring. In the wide range
of proposals, contemporary
colours go alongside
processes of timeless charm,
where traditional joinery
techniques enhance the
characteristics of each type
of wood. The choice of using
only natural and ecological
finishes demonstrates
the company’s green
commitment, to protect the
environment and people”.

Oscar and Nevio Panseri,
owners Chimiver

Gian Luca Vialardi, general
manager Woodco

www.chimiver.com
Ego Nature, with its genuine force and vigor, finds a place in the home thanks to
Ego by Woodco, the modern interpretation of the wide-plank classic. The big size
(1900/2200 x 240 x 15 mm) of this new collection of wood floor accentuates the
highly tactile properties of the oak, with its distinct knots and veins enhanced by
the marked wire-brushed finish. Ego is a solution for interior designs that explore
different aesthetic and compositional choices, for bedrooms as much as for living
areas. The very wide boards take center stage in the home, adding elegance and
sophisticated details thanks to craftsmanship and quality finishes. Water-based
stains and solvent-free oils and waxes are used to ensure an all-natural finish,
creating a healthy and safe living environment.

Ecotraffik 2K Ecotraffik 2K is a two-component water-based outstanding wear
durability PU finish for wooden floors, characterized by high solid content, easy to
apply, high pore wettability even on brushed wood floors giving a warm and pleasant
shade to the floor treated. Ecotraffik 2K has high abrasion and black heel mark
resistances allowing its use for high traffic surfaces.
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www.woodco.it
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Chimiver

SHOWCASE
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Mardegan

“Mardegan Legno has been
established in Hungary
to share its love for wood.
Surrounded by forests
where the air is pure you
can deeply breath the
oxygen realized from the
best European wood, the
Slavonian oak, which has
been used since ancient
times for the construction
of vessels and durable wine
barrels. This is not only a
love declaration for nature; it
shows at the same time our
moral responsibility towards
nature: our Company is
committed to provide a
selection of surfaces starting
from certified raw materials
to respect the lives of trees
and forests. Each working
surface process is skillfully
followed inside the factory
from our master craftsmen.
Starting from log selection
to cutting trunks, from the
lamella preparation to the
layer assembly, finalizing
with several handmade
working surfaces possibilities,
together with a wide range
of colors and finishing
choices. Mardegan Legno
surfaces floor and wall, stairs
and shapes keep inside the
pursuit for the essential;
all its finishes, absolutely
handmade, look after an
important aim: to enhance
the beauty and the heart of
one of the most fascinating
material in the world: wood”.

13

Tover

STAND

C96

“Tover has been growing on the
international as much as the
domestic market. After 10 years
in charge of the Export Sales
Department and a turnover
close to 50%, I can say that this
amazing goal has been reached
thanks to our excellent team work
and cooperation spirit. The Lab.
listens to customers requirements
and develops proper advanced
solutions, the production guys
work with the maximum attention
and our logistics process is precise
and reliable. Thus I can dedicate
my time and efforts on finding
new outlets and developing new
partnerships, basing them on
trust and care. I am really positive
concerning the future; I think we
are succeeding in this mission
considering the excellent opinions
collected among our distributors”.
Marie-Claude Conversy-Tover
Export Manager

HALL

13

“Tover’s team of genius technicians
are always inventing new products
or new methods. Water based
stains such as ‘Belle Epoque’ are
now increasingly specified by
designers offering endless colour
options. Chetham Timber is proud
to be associated with the Tover
brand and is delighted to continue
promoting their products on the
Irish market”.
Paul McGrath/Chetham - Ireland

“Tover is a product driven company
who develops solutions starting
from parquet fitters needs. Their
aim is the highest possible quality,
so you never get any complaints.
Tover team is very nice to work with
and open to my input. I have the
feeling of really working together,
not of being a customer”.
Klaas Van Dyck /Woodmade Belgium

“Tover is constantly working on
development of new products.
They are flexible and innovative
in order to achieve customer
requirements and catch the
delivery deals”.
Samo Stefan/Alpod,
Floor Exspert - Slovenia
High quality, good service and
technical support. Tover develops
innovative products every year to
keep us on top. Furthermore, the
relationship between distributors
and producers makes us a big family.
Adrian Szeredko/Chemax - Poland

STAND

C48

Giuseppe Mardegan,
founder Mardegan Legno
www.mardeganlegno.com
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Palatino Palatino is an impressive magnificent collection
whose name reminds the Hungarian kingdom crowns.
Palatino celebrates the prominence of the great imperial
palaces; each single plank enhance the past and bring us
back to the ancient times.

SHOWCASE
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Antico Casale CP Parquet takes a search for new design solutions to
Domotex. Thanks to a new format in the Antico Casale collection the
elements of eight different sizes, strictly hand bevelled, can be mixed
and matched to create attractive flooring with a retro air.
The combination of different widths and lengths breaks up the
classical pattern and gives more rhythm to the composition of the
floor. Careful hand smoothing of the bevelled edges creates a camber
that gives floors the charm of days gone by.

CP Parquet
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“Made in Italy with care, good
taste and admirably crafted
finishes. We are particularly
proud that CP Parquet flooring
is entirely made in Italy where
we still have a deep-rooted
feeling for the culture of
woodworking and design.

We express our passion for
things well made by applying
painstaking care to details”.
Nicola Lazzaron and Manuel
Ghegin, export managers CP
Parquet
www.cpparquet.it

Klindex

“Thanks to its competence,
Klindex assures to its
customers efficient and good
services. Moreover, thanks to
the cooperation between the
company and its customers,
all the market demands are
satisfied. All the projects
are studied and supported
by Klindex with up-to-date
programs. Recently Klindex
has reached another goal:
the certification UNI EN
ISO 9001: 2000 for Design,
production, sale of cleaning
and grinding machines”.
www.klindex.com

Maxi Orbit Sander
Maxi Orbit Sander is the professional, innovative
and multi-functional single-brush that makes
working on all surfaces quickly and easily. The
oscillating head adapts to all surfaces and
allows for easy manoeuvres also on uneven
surfaces, thereby minimising operator fatigue.
Countless accessories available and the large
wheels resting on the ground allow for the work
to be simple and efficient. Thanks to the rotoorbital principle with high-frequency oscillations,
Maxi Orbit is surprising for its excellent stability
and manoeuvrability. The robust and compact
frame, the ergonomic handle with reinforced
rod, the large wheels, the light weight and

the release system of the main components
(optional) make Maxi Orbit a durable machine
but also one that is easy to transport. Thanks
to its roto-orbital movement, Maxi Orbit offers
excellent performance while simultaneously
maintaining great stability and uniquely simple
manoeuvrability, a level of quality that allows
the machine to also be used by inexperienced
operators or others with no particular physical
strength. Thanks to the roto-orbital technology
you can even work in homes with old electrical
systems because the machine consumes less
power than a traditional single-brush. Excellent
not only for parquet but also for treatments and
washing brick, carpet and marble.
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LegnoAria+ Recent surveys about “well-being” have confirmed that contact with nature and
a healthy environment are the principal features which define a “comfortable status”. Always
devoted to physical and psychological well-being of people and answering to the more and
more demanding requests of green building, Bruno Parquet has developed the new collection
LegnoAria+. This is a natural oil finishing with 100% solid content and very low VOCs emissions.
Laboratory tests carried out by Catas have proved that LegnoAria+ products comply with
emission class labelling A and A+ according to French regulations, therefore they can be defined
as VOC free. LegnoAria+ is an eco-friendly surface treatment which deeply penetrates and
protects the wood, intensifying the soft and natural look of wood grains.

Bruno Parquet

“The first company Bruno G.B. was
founded in Mondovì (CN-Italy) in 1929 and
dealt with sawing and wood trade. In the
following years those activities have been
integrated with wooden floor production
and sale. More than 85 years of activity and
three generations involved have made of
Bruno a high qualified and professional
company. Choosing a Bruno wooden
floor means to choose a guaranteed
product, the result of a tradition which
has made the most of a natural resource
such as wood. Bruno production offers a

wide range of wooden floors. A variety of
products which meet any taste and any
interior design need. “Custom-tailored”
collections which offer versatile finishing
with peculiar unique character.
All Bruno products are CE labelled and
comply with the standards required by
the most recent European regulations
on wooden floors. Moreover, Bruno has
always stood out for its concern for the
environment and for the social impact of
its products. It is a “transparent” company
whose aim is to communicate in a clear
and precise way its wood supply chain
in order to guarantee that the product
has been made with rough material from
sustainable forests”.
Marco Bruno e Guido Bessone, owner and
sales manager Bruno Parquet

Tecnokrom

Tecnostucco and Tecnopolistucco
Tecnostucco is an epoxy filler , totally free
from CMR , no unpleasant smell, no structural
descreases, possible to re-varnish with any
type of varnish, no emission, full adhesion on
all types of wood essences. Tecnopolistucco,
is a two pack filler paste, easy to work , based
on unsaturated polyester resins. suitable to
carry out works on wooden surfaces, like the
reconstruction of defective parts even of big
dimensions, fillings, trimmings, etc. It’s possible
to obtain any final thickness applying several
layers allowing few minutes between them. It
can be repainted with most of the enamels and
stains available on the market.

“The world of Tecnokrom
is the world of coatings
dedicated to the finishings
of high- end wooden floors.
This solid relation was set up
more than 50 years ago by
the founder, Luigi Padoan.
The non-stop research for
improvement and product
innovation is the daily
mantra in Tecnokrom as the
quality and the industrial
craftsmanship of the product
have a significant level
of customization which
comprises also the postsales service to support the
customers’ production lines
at customers’ production
plants. “We invest in Research
and Development to offer
customized and highly
technological solutions to
our customers and interior
designers of the design and
wooden floors markets,
with great attention to
environmental sustainability
and the wellbeing of our
collaborators. There is no
stop to our commitment to
Research and Development
towards the excellence of our
products. Nevertheless we
remain loyal to our territory,
to our history and to the
Italian aesthetic”.
Eleonora e Franco Padoan,
general manager and
president
www.tecnokrom.com
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www.brunoparquet.it
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“Since 1950 Garbelotto
Industries have produced
wooden floors of great
beauty and of the highest
quality with select wood
from all over the world. The
love for wood linked to the
enormous experience of the
Garbelotto family and their
continuous technological
research have enabled the
company to reach excellence
in the production of a vast
range of wooden floors in
different sizes and finishes,
as well as a wide range
of customized options,
which keep the beauty and
warmth of handicraft made
wooden floors. Parchettificio
Garbelotto is a proud
ambassador of Made In Italy:
every single square meter
of wooden floor is designed
and manufactured in its
factories, in the province
of Treviso, and exported
all over the world. There is
always a special attention
to the environment: all the
products are CE-certified,
E1 class for the emission
of formaldehyde and, on
demand, customers may
have them FSC-certified.
The Company has also
worked on the futuristic
headquarters of the Group
which house offices and the
new innovative showroom
where you could see all
Garbelotto products, with a
new look that combines art,
fashion and technology.”

Impertek

“Established in 1985 as
a company specialised
in the installation of PVC
conduits and materials,
today Impertek is one of
the most well-known and
successful companies in
Italy, as well as abroad, in
the field of manufacturing
and marketing of
waterproofing and
construction components.
With more than 60% of
turnover coming from
export, Impertek brand is
known and appreciated
for the quality of the
materials provided.
Impertek’s offering is
wide: from roofing to
foundation components,
from waterstops to fixing
components for the
construction industry, from
equipment to special items
for construction sites.
The company’s flagship is
the production of supports
for outdoor raised floors. An
innovative technology that
may be used with wooden,
synthetic or stone floors,
ensuring fast installation,
removal of slopes, natural
drainage of water and
wiring”.
Riccardo, Roberto and
Luca Giacomini, sales,
purchasing and marketing
manager Impertek
www.impertek.com

Benedetta Martini, sales
manager Garbelotto

Clip Up System Clip Up System is the innovative innovative floating
laying system, inspectionable, for prefinished wooden floors system.
The installation is made with clips laying on the subfloor. With a little
pressure planks are fit together and with the same easiness they may
be removed, allowing the reuse of both boards and clips, with also the
great advantage to have the possibility to replace one or more tables
in any time. This revolutionary system is ideal for raised floors also for
all private and public spaces, such as hotels, restaurants, airports,
museums and so on.

Minibalance Impertek introduces MiniBalance, one of the
shortest adjustable supports of the range Pedestal for external
raised floorings suitable for wood, stone or ceramic. The biggest
MiniBalance’s news is the Balance self-levelling head that regulates
automatically up to 5% of slope from the laying surface, so the
upper surface results always perfectly planar. The second very
important feature is the regulation nut subdivided into 3 steps,
each one arises the support height of 5 mm, shifting from 25 mm to
40 mm. Moreover, thanks to two extensions, the support reaches a
total height of 50 mm, arising of 200% its minimum height in a few
seconds.
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“We would like to spare just
a few words to speak about
our company, our great
passion for wood that has
been handed down through
so many generations. Our
deeply-rooted history
consists of more than 150
years of experience in this
sector, yet this adventure
did not begin with timber,
but with the whip handles
made from “huckberry”,
a particularly elastic and
long- lasting tree that
grows spontaneously on
rocky land. The motivation
towards innovation blended
with the fundamental
element of the manual
dexterity of the craftsmen
during the processing and
finishing stages as well as
our productive flexibility
are our strong points that
allow us to be appreciated
worldwide and these are
the ingredients needed in
order to create unique and
unmistakable projects.
Today, Bassano Parquet
presents a rich catalogue
with 16 types of wood that
enhance our collections with
the most exclusive painted,
oiled, brushed, handscraped and heat-treated
finishes”.

G75

Marina Salon,
owner Bassano Parquet
www.bassanoparquet.com
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Monolite Varnished aged
oak: keywords of new Monolite
collection. Here in all the charm
of the Oak Ematite finish.

Innovation for every space Progress Profiles offers more
than 13.000 products and many innovative systems for interior
and exterior spaces, a wide range of innovative solutions
which satisfies even the most demanding customers. Progress
Profiles exports to more than 60 countries worldwide finishing/
decorative profiles, movement joints, skirting baseboards,
shower & leveling systems in addition to uncoupling and
waterproofing membranes, floor heating systems and
many other innovative and ultimate flooring system for the
installation of ceramic and wood flooring for residential
applications and other coverings for industrial premises. Thanks
to its team’s creativity
and professionalism, Progress Profiles makes every place
comfortable and modern with a special touch of design.

“Among the range of skirting
boards, Progress Profiles
produces Skirting 7016
and Skirting 7011, two new
skirting for floating floors
in laminate wood. Made of
PVC foam, with height of
70mm and depth of 16mm,
these skirting boards can be
combined with more than
50 different shades of wood.
The laying of the skirting
board can be performed
with gluing (acetic siliconeacrylic-mastic) or with a
simple structure fixed with
screws, bolts or nails. These
two products are strong,
durable and economic,
easy to lay and suitable
for any environment,
both public and private.
Moreover, Progress Profiles
offers different LVT profiles:
SOL 30P, Zero Curve
and Terminal PIN, which
serve as expansion joints,
junction and as perimetrical
expansion joint between
different floors in vinyl.
These profiles are available
in 50 wood-effect finishes
plus 6 anodised finishes
on demand; their section,
together with the wide range
of finishes available and the
ease of installation, make
them sought profiles, that
could be easily matched
with every type of floor in
vinyl”.
Dennis Bordin, general
manager Progress Profiles
www.progressprofiles.com
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La San Marco Profili

“Italian manufacturer of wood
skirting and outdoor flooring
for almost 30 years, La San
Marco Profili is already looking
forward to welcoming many
visitors at its stand at Domotex
exhibition in Hannover. The
Company continuously renews
itself to better meeting the
changing market demands.
In fact, during this upcoming
edition, the company plans to
launch its new catalogue with
a series of innovative products
able to meet the needs of the
most exigent customers. Our
catalogue not only shows
many new ideas regarding
shapes and finishing, but also
it shows the capacity to create
natural wood and painted
skirting from samples and
the ability to guarantee fast
delivery of any product thanks
to the company’s huge wellorganized stock. Furthermore,
La San Marco attaches great
importance to sustainable
forest management, which
is why the company is FSC
certified and guarantee
quality, traceability and
conformity of all its products.
Come and discover more in
hall 13 stand D81”.

Giorio

Alessandro Giorio,
president Giorio
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www.almafloor.it
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Martina Antiga, sales manager
La San Marco Profili
www.lasanmarcoprofili.com

Doghe Collection Thanks to its ability to transmit
warmth and cosiness, parquet is one of the most popular
floors. With the new Barrique Model, Alma by Giorio
proposes a parquet characterized by a smooth surface,
which enhances the natural peculiarity of the wood.
Characterized by embossed knots, repaired with declining
filler, it has a brushed, irregular not-planar surface. A
forceful personality parquet, able to bring a touch of
style to any environment: a mixture of originality and
refinement, for a strong character parquet.
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D81
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“Alma is one of the most
renowned brands of
wooden flooring and is
well established in both the
Italian and International
markets, thanks to the wide
range of solutions offered.
Alma combines the warmths
and naturalness of wood
with exclusive finishes and
will enhance any space. A
combination of the best
raw materials and the
latest trends in the world
of parquet, has created a
series of collections with a
unique style thanks to their
appearance. Alma parquets,
choose style and beauty
without compromising on
quality, the trademark of the
Giorio brand”.
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Ravaioli Legnami

“Ravaioli Legnami develops
and offers wooden solutions
since 30 years. Specialized
in the manufacturing of
wood, the company provides
a compl ete service of
assistance, customization
and manufacturing of
materials for outdoor
flooring, cladding and
facades. The products of
Ravaioli are the result of
a daily research, aiming
at ensuring the highest
quality, with particular
attention to sustainability
in the supply chain and
production processes. The
company uses materials
from certified forests, as well
as sustainable products with
FSC certification
and it can provide structural
wood with CE certification
and a lot of personalized
finishing and working on
boards”.

Friulparchet

“History of Friulparchet
starts in 1927 and is
history of a family that four
generations has dedicated
life in production of wooden
floors, discovering and
making treasure of secrets
of this noble material. We
have always paid attention
to quality of processes, to
products used for finishes.
The wide range of products,
typically Italian and our
continued enthusiasm to
produce and customize our
products, make us the ideal
partner for those customers
who want to make their
unique special living space”.

Mirko Franceschelli, general
manager Ravaioli Legnami

4Sun Syncro 4Sun Syncro is the new modular and customizable
wooden sunshade with adjustable slats, designed and engineered
by Ravaoli Legnami together with an important engineering study
and presented at Cersaie 2017. 4Sun Syncro is characterized by a
electrically-controlled movement hidden in its tubulars, which allows
the slats to be oriented either by button or remote control. Thanks to
a special automation system and force sensors, 4SUN Syncro is able
to safely secure the system in case of abundant snowfall or strong
wind, by self-regulating its position, without limiting its use.
Perfectly coupled with 4Sun thanks to the same aesthetic
appearance and modularity, 4Sun Syncro uses sophisticated plastic
polymers components, widely used in the automotive industry.

Elia Bolzan, general manager
Friulparchet
Epoca Epoca is the brand new collection from Friulparchet
that reproduces a very peculiar process of aging and old
effect colour shdes, sensation of a lived wood floor. This
process, to underline nature and fibres of European Oak on
which it is realized, is made by hand, as colors and finishes.
Epoca is proposed in different shades and in three plank sizes
of thickness 15 mm and widths 145, 190 or 240 mm, that can
be installed single or multi-width, lengths are up to 2 meters.
In the attached image, Steppa color.

www.friulparchet.it
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Adesiv

“Lignum Venetia is a young
company, located in
Pordenone, Italy, producer
of high quality wooden
floors. It comes from a
passion lived in family,
from a unique experience
gained over time, based
on the love for wood and
respect for nature and its
original beauty. In this way
Lignum Venetia addresses
itself to a demanding public
that perceives the values
and emotions of the wood
essences used, as well as the
workmanship artistry and
dexterity. Somebody who
chooses 3 layers Lignum
Venetia wood planks wants
to recreate the bond with
nature, enter a room and
leave behind the worldliness
and the frenzy, take o his/
her shoes and let the shaped
wood warmth lead him/
her back to the pleasure
and peacefulness. Lignum
Venetia produces technical
wooden floors in 2 and 3
layers, reserving particular
attention to the structure,
finishings and to ecological
aspect in the continuous
research for reconciling
nature, technology, mankind
and his environment.
Lignum Venetia products
are 100% certified made in
Italy and they are treated
with natural oils and waxes
that are environmentallyfriendly”.
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Architect Daniela Rosa
Gobbo, owner
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www.lignumvenetia.com
Space to the hexagons! A decorative solution for those
who love the geometric shapes. The hexagon become the
absolute protagonist of this composition able to arouse the
imagination and the creativity of those who choose it. An
alternative wooden floor that enhance even more the sense
of space within the room.

High-Performance Monocomponent MS Adhesive
Monocomponent silane adhesive specifically for
gluing all types of wooden floors on cement-based
sub-floors or on pre-existing non-absorbent floors
(marble, tiles, flagstones, wood surfaces).
• Monocomponent
• 100% MS Technology
• High yield
• High initial tack
• Suitable for gluing all types of wood flooring
• Free from isocyanate and amines
• Solvent-free
• Low VOC emissions

“Choosing Adesiv means
choosing a company with a
global, forward-looking vision,
and offers a guarantee of
consistent quality. We have
been making adhesives for 46
years, and the most exciting
challenge we face is striving to
improve day after day. Since
1971, we have been producing
industrial adhesives for the
construction, footwear and paper
sectors. Our evolution and our
strategic choices have always
been based on a very clear
mission and objectives: quality
products, quality customer care
and respect for the environment.
From 1971 up to the present,
thanks to the investments in
the Research and Development
sector and above all thanks to the
installation of a technologically
advanced plant for the
production of raw materials, we
have never stopped growing.
We have taken our brand name
into over 45 countries worldwide
and have taken on a leading
role in our reference market,
where we are top of the table
when it comes to products
for the installation, finishing
and maintenance of wooden
flooring. We are able to offer
professionals in the flooring
installation sector a wide range of
customised solutions, aware that
wooden flooring is an investment
designed to last a lifetime, and
as such must be treated with the
utmost care and respect”.
Filippo Dal Ponte,
general sales & technical
manager Adesiv
www.adesiv.it/en/
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“Ideal Legno is an Italian
manufacturing company
of engineered wooden
floorings, situated near
Venice. Started in the
mid 70s under the expert
guidance of Marigo brothers,
the Ideal Legno’s wooden
floorings became in just
few years a quintessence
of quality. Every detail
is guaranteed by the
Made in Italy, a constant
responsibility seriously
taken by the company, in
order to offer only unique
surfaces conceived to last
over time and accompany
you for a lifetime. Their
passion, the extensive
knowledge and experience
in wood that they gained
over the years, together
with the accurate choice of
raw materials, gave Ideal
Legno a leading role in the
marketplace, both nationally
and internationally. This
leadership is also given by
the constant research of
new products and finishing
techniques, which enables
the company to realize a
wide range of products
that are able to satisfy any
request, even the most
demanding”.

3D-DEC PVC skirting boards Applied digital prints, a new way
of customising skirting is following current fashions in home
design. We propose digital print applied to melamine paper
or real veneer that opens the door to infinite solutions: logos,
cartoons, environments, photos, particular finishes and samples
are scanned or graphically constructed which are then digitally
stamped; creating skirting board that matches your parquet
in a short amount of time with excellent results is no longer
impossible. With the current boom of LVT flooring we invented
a special kind of skirting with base of foam waterproof PVC and
covering with 3D-DEC digital print technology that perfectly
matches the flooring.

Sandro Marigo, marketing
manager Ideal Legno
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www.ideal-legno.com

De Checchi

The company has been
working since 1957 and
now we are one of the
leaders in skirting industry.
Starting from the most
simple things, now we use
the best technologies in
our production. Cutting,
moulding, coating, painting,
hot coating process,
polishing, brushing,
packaging, hot-melt
application, digital printing,
floor scanning are just some
of the processes undertaken
in the factory. The various
types and ranges of products
stored in large and well
organized warehouses
guarantee fast deliveries
and immediate solutions
to any problem of special
installation or finishing.
The strength of the company
remains the highest level
of quality: well-chosen
materials, nonstop
investments in advanced
technologies, inspection
and viewing of profiles with
high definition cameras,
digital printing process
with scanning and internal
preparation of files, as well
as the automation of all
production processes with
the overwhelming entrance
of applied robotics – all
these enable us to be well
prepared for everyday
challenges in business.
www.dechecchiluciano.it

Belle Epoque Collection Our wooden floorings are designed with
exclusive projects. It is in our dreams that the bigger and most ambitious
projects transform themselves in unique ideas. Ideal Legno proposes also
unusual patterns in order to create exclusive geometrical games. An idea
that can take place in any room of your house, with the warmth of the wood
and the most advanced techniques, together with the competent hand of
professional installers. The originality given by the symmetries is intesified
by the colors and wood species selected for you.
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Ciambella

“GIʎNT® is the leading brand
of Ciambella Legnami:
a precious solid woodflooring made with the
highest attention to detail,
thanks to the expertise of
the craftsmen that follow
the production process step
by step and turn ideas into
reality, allowing customers
to personalize their living
spaces as they desire.
GIʎNT® is distinguished by a
thickness of 20 mm of noble
hardwood, available in large
sizes and in a wide variety of
wood species coming from
all continents. It is one of the
few solid hardwood floorings
available on the market that
can be supplied prefinished,
so it is ready to be walked
on immediately. Year after
year GIʎNT® has become a
fine example of
extraordinary Made in Italy
excellence and it is
synonymous with high
quality luxury and can be
found in stores in more than
50 countries worldwide”.

Tecnik Wood

www.listonegiant.it
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GIʎNT® Tiles Get inspired with new ideas to makeover your own
place choosing the innovative GIʎNT® Tiles made of prestige solid
wood 20 mm. thick, in an array of patterns and rare woodspecies. You can pave the whole area of your rooms with tiles or
create an inset rug pattern in the traditional wood-flooring. In this
image: GIʎNT® Tile Model #2 in American White Oak & African
Wengé.

Light and Ombre Tecnik Wood offers the possibility to
make your parquet special and unrepeatable, all thanks to
a wood effect made with special equipment that replicates
the craft planing each piece unique. Its uneven effect invokes
the timeless classic style by enhancing space and reflecting
the personality and originality of the person who chooses
it. Classified between traditional floors but adaptable to
modern, it creates motion thanks to its play of natural light
and shadows. All products in our Assi Classiche line can have
this treatment on request.
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Giuseppe Ciambella,
managing director Ciambella
Legnami

Tecnik Wood rediscovers
through its passion and love
for the territory the oldest
building material: wood.
The wood is strong,
biodegradable, a source
of heat, it is handy to work
with and resistant over
time. You can even bend
it, returning to the original
shape without losing
elasticity. Tecnik Wood
researches and studies every
day this material respecting
its needs and characteristics.
We aim at finding a balance
between this fundamental
element of the Earth and
the needs of those who
love a natural and ecofriendly floor, rediscovering
in the wood a material
capable of expressing and
reinterpreting your personal
life style.
We recognize the value of
wood importing timber
from forests managed using
sustainable development
methods to protect the
natural habitat, biodiversity,
and the role that green
areas play in protecting the
climate, soil and water.
www.tecnikwood.it
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Parquet flooring is highly
popular nowadays
because of its unique
appearance and its
durability. But did you
know wooden flooring
is also the number 1
flooring solution when
it comes to nature - &
environment protection,
especially when it comes
to fighting Climate
Change and reducing
CO2 emissions?
Edited by Fep, European
Federation of the Parquet
Industry

1. Reduction of CO2 through

carbon storage in wooden
flooring
Trees inhale carbon and exhale
oxygen. That’s basically the
opposite of what humans do. We
breathe out what trees breathe
in and vice versa. A growing tree
captures carbon. And, when the tree
is processed, this carbon remains
stored into the wood products,
reducing the CO2 present in the
atmosphere.

2. Reduction of CO2 through

carbon sinks in sustainably
managed forests
The European Woodworking
Industries have a strict ecological
forestry policy which means that
they replant the trees they take
for their activity. The more trees
they use, the more they plant,
because almost all of the European

wood that is used is sourced from
sustainably managed forests.
‘Harvesting’ creates space for new
growth - and this often happens at
a rate of two trees planted for each
one felled. Many more trees are
grown than are currently harvested
- since 1990, the European forest
area has increased by 9% - so
increasing demand has had a
positive effect on the environment.
The more Real Wood parquet is
being used, the more new trees
will be planted to take even more
carbon out of the air.

3. Reduction of CO2 through

substitution of less energyefficient flooring solutions
The processing of wood and the
production of solid wood flooring
are highly energy-efficient, giving
parquet an ultra low-carbon
footprint. This opposed to other

materials such as plastics, LVT, or
bamboo (which is grass and not
wood) which require large amounts
of energy during production.
Wooden flooring itself works as
an excellent insulator, as it has the
cellular structure which allows to
slow down heat conductivity. Keep
in mind that wood flooring is not
made of “dead trees” but remains
a living product, which reacts to
its environment. It doesn’t matter
if the wood is oak, beech or ash. It
doesn’t matter if the wood is nailed
down, glued down, or floating.
Regardless of the species and
the installation method, all wood
flooring absorbs or loses moisture
as conditions change slowly or
rapidly inside your home.

4. Eco-friendly heating

Wooden flooring will absorb the
heating temperature. It will help to

keep the warmth in the rooms and
will reduce heating costs/needs.
Underfloor heating has become
incredibly popular in recent years,
providing a comfortable, cost
effective and invisible form of
heating. Provided that installation
guidelines are carefully followed,
wood floors and underfloor heating
can work very successfully together.
Once the system has been installed,
the temperature shouldn’t exceed
27°c in any area - between 20-22°c is
ideal. Make sure to discuss this with
a professional before choosing any
type of flooring.

5. Recyclability

Wood is completely recyclable. In
fact, it can be used in three different
stages. Firstly, it is used to create
a product. Secondly, the product
itself can be recycled, and thirdly, it
can be used for energy generation.

No other material can equal this, in
terms of volume and economy.
Old parquet can also be re-used
to create new wooden items all
together. Many contemporary
interior designers are using this
unique material to clad feature
walls. Or to refurnish cabinet doors
in kitchens. Check out this page in
Pinterest with 25+ ideas on how to
re-use parquet flooring.
The environmental benefits of
choosing real wood floors are
indisputable. More CO2 is stored
in parquet and far less energy is
consumed in timber production,
processing and disposal, than with
any other construction material.
And, after each wood harvest, the
forests are replanted for the next
generation, increasing the carbon
sink and decreasing the CO2 in
the atmosphere, contributing to
mitigate Climate Change.
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SCM
CELASCHI TM

CELASCHI TM AND THE NEW LVT
(LUXURY VINYL TILES) TREND
The new LVT (Luxury Vinyl Tiles)
trend is enjoying more and
more success as its comfortable,
resistant, natural-looking surfaces
can be installed in a wide range
of locations and everyday living
spaces: shops, offices, schools,
hospitals, accommodation and
entertainment facilities. From a
technical point of view, LVT floor is
known for its ease of installation
and maintenance, certified
wear resistance and durability.
It is appreciated for its aesthetic
qualities too, or better, for the wide
range of finishes: wood, stone
and other building materials.
SCM has taken up this market
trend by developing Celaschi
TM, an integrated, ultramodern
production line manufacturing

a high quality end product
with outstanding dimensional
precision. Celaschi TM is a
lengthwise and crosswise profiler
for parquet flooring. Designed to
operate on multiple shifts per day,
it can produce any kind of flooring
with different materials or joints.
Celaschi TM’s latest generation
technology offers production
speeds that range from 30 to 170
pieces/min and a wide variety of
piece dimensions: width from 58
to 450 mm and length from 300
to 6000 mm. Its state-of-the-art
technology is demonstrated by the
profiling line for LVT flooring
purchased by ALSAPAN, a
French-based company, owning
some 210,000 m² of constantlyupgraded manufacturing facilities
that annually produce millions
of units of kit furniture, worktops
and laminate, vinyl and parquet
flooring, which are exported
worldwide. The composition of
the lengthwise and crosswise
machines is the same: 6+6
machining head units 13 kW at
6000 rpm, exhaust hoods with

ionisation devices, centesimal
positioners on magnetic bands
and a pre-arrangement for
painting units. The lengthwise
machine is fitted with the new
narrow CR43 rolling chain, to
process, without lifting, planks
with minimum dimensions
of just 90 mm, at a maximum
speed of 150 m/min. The
crosswise machine, on the other
hand, is fitted with the CR75
rolling chain with automatic
insertion of dogs, to optimise
production capacity according
to the planks width. A hopper
system is positioned between the
two machines characterised by
extreme flexibility, as it allows to
process planks from 110 to 420
mm width automatically, a process
that is accelerated by two belt
devices with dogs with different
pace, so that the machine feeding
is always performed at the highest
level of the production capacity.
Furthermore, the hopper can also
sort pieces of only 3 mm thickness,
thanks to vacuum devices ensuring
the perfect piece hold-down.

ILOVEPARQUET

CEFLA FINISHING
J-PRINT TD &
SMARTPARQUET
BY SORBINI
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Visit us at
booth D04, Hall 013

The J-Print TD single-pass digital
inkjet printer is the right solution
for amazingly true-to-life digital
printing with tactile 3D effects on
large sized surfaces. The obtained
effects include, among others,
embossing, premium quality
wood grains, exact reproductions
of complex images and textures.
Highly valuable finishes obtained
through a digital embossing
process, developed by Cefla
Finishing in conjunction with Kuei.
The special inks produced by
Kuei for Cefla guarantee reliability

and cost-efficiency for the whole
process, with product finish
strength results similar in all
respects to any other material used
for the production of high quality
flooring.
Excellent definition performance
is also guaranteed, as J-Print TD
can print up to resolution values of
400 Dpi and speed up to 50 m/min.
In addition to flooring, many other
products can be customised with
this truly innovative technology,
from furniture, glass and bathroom
furnishings all the way to textiles.
J-Print TD, just like the entire line
of latest-generation digital printers
designed by Cefla, is the answer
to the needs of all those who wish
to increase their competitive edge
in a constantly evolving market,
ensuring flexibility and speed in
responding to potentially endless
requests in terms of decorations
and styles, on a considerable
variety of media.

Smartparquet by Sorbini is ideal
for the application on parquets and
other wooden floorings of natural
oils, UV oils and coating products,
urethane oils and traditional waxes,
as well as pigmented products and
stains. It is one of the most flexible
solutions available commercially,
designed for companies of any size
that wish to respond to the changing needs of their customers - by increasing processing cycle efficiency
and improving product quality.
Smartparquet is available in two
configurations: a modular version
that offers coating capacity up to
600 mm in width, and a 300 mm
monobloc machine.
Smartparquet is the ideal
machine for users who need to
process small- to medium-sized
batches and to configure their
whole system in a modular and
customised way - to easily manage
the coating process according to
their required work cycles.

ILOVEPARQUET
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CASELLI GROUP
HBR 400

HIGH PERFORMANCES
AND EXCELLENT FINISHING
RESULTS
Located in San Giovanni al
Natisone, Caselli Group has been
in the wood industry since 1920:
it provides complete machines
and machining systems, offering
its customers integrated turnkey
solutions, thanks to its constant
commitment to the designing,
creating and manufacturing
of components. The company
has a professional business
department, constantly updated
on the latest innovations,
which operates dynamically on
the international market. Our

professionalism extends also to
the after sales service: our store
is open to the public, supplies
spare parts and accessories of
the best brands and assists in
choosing the best solutions to
meet customers’ requirements.
A team of specialized technicians
provides an emergency service,
both in Italy and abroad. All this
makes Caselli Group a dynamic
partner with all the experience the
market needs.
HBR 400 Thin-cutting horizontal
bandsaw flexibility precision
productivity digital readout
assures high accuracy cutting
and convenient thickness control.

Variable speed is controlled by a
frequency inverter and displayed
on the control panel. Movable
control box permits convenient
operation control at any position.
Allowable thickness range is 3-400
mm. Definitely the horizontal
band saw model HBR 400,
which is a user-friendly machine
combines high performances with
excellent finishing results.

FROM THE MARKET Dossier
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DENMARK The Danish parquet
market keeps on growing
by 1 to 2%, reflecting the
performance of the Danish
construction activity, especially
for projects and ready-made
houses.

FRANCE The French market
continues to experience
positive trends. Parquet sales
grew by an estimated 3%
during the first semester 2017.

GERMANY Data indicate that
parquet sales increased by 2%
during the first semester of
the current year, reflecting the
very good performance of the
construction sector.

ITALY Parquet sales rose by
1.5% during the first half
of the year 2017, reflecting
the positive economic
developments observed in Italy.

NETHERLANDS The information received points to further
significant improvements on
the Dutch market sales rose
by an estimated 7% during the
first semester 2017, reflecting
the performance of the housing
sector.

➜

➜

➜
➜

FINLAND Parquet sales remain
stable on the Finnish market,
confirming that Finland is
getting out of the red zone
after several years of negative
developments.

NORWAY Compiled data
indicate that the Norwegian
market remains stable during
the first half of 2017. Prices of
apartments increased further
during this period.

POLAND The information
gathered points to a moderate
increase by 2 to 3% of the
parquet sales on the Polish
market.

➜

SPAIN The Spanish
market remains stable. All
indicators are positive and
the expectations for the
rest of the year 2017 point
to a continuation or an
improvement of this trend.

➜

BELGIUM The indications
available point towards a
growth of 2.5% of the parquet
consumption during the first
three months of 2017.

➜

AUSTRIA The Austrian parquet
sales increased by 2% during the
first semester 2017 compared
to the same period last year.
Nevertheless, the competition
from other flooring solutions
remains harsh.

➜

➜

➜

The Board of Directors of the European Federation
of the Parquet Industry met and discussed
amongst others both the parquet situation and
recent economic indicators on the European
market. In general, the parquet business keeps on
experiencing a moderate growth and benefiting
from the encouraging developments of the
economy, especially of the construction activity.
When compared to the same period of last year,
the provisional results observed for the first half
of 2017 point to a continuation of the positive
parquet consumption trends observed in 2016 and
during the first quarter of 2017. These relatively
promising developments are registered in all the
countries where. The next Fep official appointment
will be in Italy on 15 and 16 June with the 43rd
European Parquet Conference.

➜

The latest figures from
the European Federation
of Parquet Producers

➜

FEP: POSITIVE
PARQUET
CONSUMPTION
TRENDS
CONTINUE

SWEDEN Compiled data point
to a further significant increase
by 3 to 4% of the parquet sales
in Sweden during the first six
months of 2017. This trend
is supported by the stable
development of construction
projects.

➜

SWITZERLAND Parquet
consumption remains flat in
Switzerland during the first
semester of 2017. No significant
increase or decrease of the
market is expected during the
second half of the year.
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